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A new application of nominal data analysis to computational accounting system is introduced. ‘‘Chart of
Account” (COA), the structure of the Enterprise Requirement Planning (ERP) Accounting System is used as
a nominal dataset enabling nominal feature selection technique be used to determine the close-optimal
number of accounting segments. Five datasets are simulated with entropy measurement using the
method of SUD. Self-Organizing map (SOM) is used to investigate the similarities among different seg-
ments, which proved to be a useful approach in cross-examining the COA structure. The obtained results
show that they are promising from both computation and accounting perspectives.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Data mining has practical significance in many areas such as
bioinformatics, statistics, pattern recognition, machine learning
because it is the principle of dealing with large amounts of data
and picking out related information. It is increasingly used in
extracting information from the enormous data sets generated by
modern experimental and observational methods. For instance,
in the example of cancer-causing gene selection, numerical feature
selection scheme is used to determine the dominant genes (fea-
tures) from a given huge dimensions of a dataset with over tenth
of thousands of features. Computational accounting, which in-
cludes financial accounting, managerial accounting and planning
and control, is also an important application.

An Enterprise Requirement Planning (ERP) Accounting System
is necessary for all medium and large size corporate company.
The ERP Accounting System is used to reduce laborious manual
work that results in an increase of the integrality in accounting
sense. The foundation of the system is called the ‘‘Chart of
Accounts” (COA) that is a primary and structural block consisting
of a series of segments in numerical digits. In accounting principal,
at lease two lines are used to record one transaction. One line rep-
resents a credit item, whose name is replaced by a code, and an-
other line represents a debit item; the two lines must be equal
for balancing. For example, in a case when a company purchases
a computer server, Table 1, in which the code ‘‘300020” represents
‘‘Inventory”, and the code ‘‘500010” represents ‘‘Liability”, is used
as the basic data input system. The numerical data shown in Table
ll rights reserved.
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1 is a three segments COA structure (Oracle General Ledge User
Guide, 2003). This three-segment structure is the foundation of
the COA structure nowadays.

The COA structure is the key for the ERP implementation; it is
the first step for the implementation of an accounting system
(Oracle General Ledge User Guide, 2003; Irv Chasen, 2006). Prior
to the implementation of an accounting system, an accounting
team is employed to design an COA structure for a company. It
must be noted that the whole COA design is very time consuming,
laborious, and costly. Also, a confirmed COA structure cannot be
modified after commencement, because it records all the account-
ing information that includes profit and loss account, asset ac-
count, balance sheet account, and liability account. In practice,
many corporate have had difficulty in carrying on using the same
COA structure after a couple of years when the COA structure is
found no longer in the most optimal way in representing the sys-
tem effectively and efficiently. This is usually due to the time-var-
iant nature of a modern corporate that their business patterns shift
with time. But the ERP accounting system does not allow any min-
or COA restructuring after the system implementation. Thus, up to
a certain stage, when a corporate finds the old COA structure
started impeding the company operation, a complete revamp of
the whole COA structure is required in order to maintain an effec-
tive daily operation. Developing the COA structure to date is purely
based on accounting expertise. No one can assure to be able to
determine a close-optimal COA structure or the optimal segment
number, because the whole process is still man-dependent and
heuristic. It is a lengthy and costly process. Although some corpo-
rate may try using the inappropriate COA structure despite the
subsequent additional workload caused, a new COA structure must
be designed because an inappropriate COA leads to an increase of
operation cost and makes financial data difficult to analyze. In
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Table 1
Illustration of the balance between ‘‘credit” and ‘‘debit”

Account code Debit Credit

100.300020.00 10,000
100.500010.00 10,000
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practice, COA may require many different segments to represent an
accounting transaction However, too many segments result in
information broken down into discrete pieces, which makes the
whole system very inefficient to construct an accounting line. In
a medium size company that has about 2000 staff, and with an an-
nual revenue and profit of about 0.25 billions US dollars, and the
accounting lines are around 80,000 in each month, or about 2700
accounting lines per day. In view of the large number and complex-
ity of accounting line to be handled daily, the process is very re-
sources demanding and error prone (Enterprise Resource
Planning, 2000).

In this paper, we describe a completely novel application of data
mining using nominal feature selection technique to an accounting
problem. Instead of spending months costly accounting expertise
on finding an appropriate COA structure in a sense that it can best
represent an accounting system in the least possible number of
segments, the determination of COA in this paper is metamor-
Table 2
Example of the existing COA

Segment number 1 2 3 4
Digits 3 3 3 8
Segment name Company Department Cost centre Accoun
Patterns xxx xxxx xxx xxxxxx
Code combination 101 1258 200 731170
Code meaning Sunny limited IT Infrastructure Sales eq

Finalized COA structure
Select/remove Select Select Remove Select
Code meaning Sunny limited IT NA Sales eq

Fig. 1. A completed account code combination. (a) Setup COA structure, (b) setup the n
combination.
phosed as a computational nominal feature selection problem.
The contribution of this paper enables an expertise demanding
accounting issue be handled computationally, which is the first
of its kind.

Feature selection, whose objective is to build a simple and more
comprehensible model, improving data mining performance, re-
duces features from a given feature set without performing trans-
formation. It retains physical meaning of the selected features and
provides clues for data collection or further analysis. There are
numerous supervised feature selection methods (Chow & Huang,
2005; Huang & Chow, 2005). A supervised feature selection frame-
work generally consists of two parts: a searching engine that is
used to determine the promising feature subset candidates, and a
criterion that is used to determine the best candidate. Nowadays,
there are several types of searching engines. Heuristic searching,
the most widely used approach, can deliver respectable results
and can easily be implemented (Huang & Chow, 2004). However,
when handling a huge nominal dataset computationally, unsuper-
vised selection method is rare because in unsupervised learning,
label, which is an important reference in supervised learning, is
not given. Each unsupervised feature selection inherits characteris-
tics of its employed clustering algorithm. Unsupervised feature
selection schemes such as (Basak, De, & Pal, 1998; Dash, choi,
Scheuermann, & Liu, 2002; Dy & Brodley, 2000; Mitra, Murthy, &
6 7 8 9
3 3 3 3

t Activity Business nature Mutual company Location
x xxx xxx xxx xx
00 300 200 125 12
uipment Hardware Internal Star limited HK

Remove Select Select Select
uipment NA Internal Star limited HK

umber of digits for each COA, (c) setup segment value and (d) setup segment code
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Pal, 2002; Shi & Suganthan, 2003) were reported. As the evaluation
criteria of every feature selection scheme involves distance calcu-
lation, unsupervised feature selection schemes are unable to han-
dle nominal data, which has no order information, such as color
and brand name. Converting nominal data into binary data and
inserting order into nominal data are common approaches to han-
dle nominal data. Although this conversion makes the dataset filled
with sparse features, which are usually treated as irrelevant fea-
tures, it makes interpretation of a feature selection result possible.

In the design process, we first develop a loose COA structure
that requires relatively little accounting expertise cost compared
with the conventional way. In such a loose COA structure, it con-
sists of many less essential or irrelevant segments that are redun-
dancy features from the perspective of feature selection. Our
objective is to use nominal feature selection approach to determine
a close-optimal COA structure, or reducing the number of COA seg-
ments. In this feature selection process, we are able to determine
the most effective features in a sense that they can best represent
the accounting system. In this paper, we use the concept of entropy
to calculate the relevance of all segments. SUD (Dash, Liu, & Yao,
1997), an unsupervised feature selection method, can handle nom-
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Fig. 2. Relationship of entropy when removing the numb
inal data without any transformation or conversion. It uses entropy
similarity measurement to determine the importance of features
with respect to the underlying clusters. By applying SUD, we can
avoid the arbitrary order of the categories involved in nominal
data. The application of the entropy concept to the COA feature
selection problem enables us to directly decide the relevance of
the segments. The segment with the least entropy is regarded as
the most irrelevant.

The last section of this paper is to cross-examine the results
from another perspective. As there are thousands of data points
in each segment, we transform data points under every segment
as high dimensional data, and segments are transformed as data
points. We subsequently use Self-Organizing map (SOM) to exam-
ine the relationship between different segments. SOM, a well-
known unsupervised visualization and clustering algorithm
(Kohonen, 1995), has been widely used for numerous practical
clustering and visualization applications (Chow, Rahman, & Wu,
2006; Chow & Wu, 2004; Wu & Chow, 2005). In (Magnusson
et al., 2005; Mart́ın-del-Bŕıo & Serrano-Cinca, 1993), SOM is also
employed for the analysis of finance related issues. A SOM output
describes a mapping from a higher dimensional space to a lower
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(usually in two-dimensional) dimensional space. The output map
is useful because it preserves the data topological order making
SOM map a kind of clustering that groups similar data together.
In this study, similar segments in a COA structure are expected
to exhibit certain extent of similar entropy measurements that
are likely to be grouped together by SOM. The SOM output map
can, thus, provides additional information in analyzing the con-
struction of a COA structure.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the description of
the detail COA structure physical meaning. Section 3 presents en-
tropy measure for COA structure. Section 4 is the simulation results
to illustrate why those segments are found to be irrelevant with
the verification by the entropy theorem and SOM and the conclu-
sion is shown in Section 5.
2. COA physical meaning

A typical COA structure is made up of a series of segments that
consists of certain digits (Resource Planning, 2000). Each segment
represents particular meaning. In an accounting system, a com-
plete account code combination requires four steps to create. First,
it is the design of a basic COA structure, such as the one demon-
strated in Fig. 1 showing an eight-segment structure that ranged
from ‘‘Company” to ‘‘Location” segments. Second, the number of
digits of each COA segment is designed, for instance the ‘‘company”
segment has three digits. We create a segment value, such as the
‘‘Sunny Limited” in the third step (Resource Planning, 2000). Final-
ly, it is the generation of codes. The first two steps are the COA
structure implantation. It cannot be changed once it is imple-
mented. The following two steps are the continuous work after
the system exists. Fig. 1a–d illustrates the flow of the four steps
and a typical complete account code. Table 2 gives an example of
the existing COA and there are altogether eight segments in one
COA. The meaning from the 1st segment to the 4th segment is
company, department, cost centre, account, while the meaning
from the 6th to the 9th is activity, business nature, mutual com-
pany and location. For the 5th segment, it is the label of respective
goods category. We put it in the middle as a reference during the
implementation. The COA structure shown in Table 2 is a huge
dataset that involves over 10,000 rows of data in a form of nominal
data, consisting eight different features with the representation of
segments here.

In this study, the COA structure consists of eight segments
from ‘‘Company” to ‘‘Location”. There are several digits to repre-
sent each segments and different digit has different meaning in
terms of the detail contents in the specific segment. From Table
2, the accounting meaning of the code is read as ‘‘Company Sunny
Ltd, IT department, sells hardware, of infrastructure, to company Star
Ltd, used by internal, in Hong Kong, Sunny Ltd. and Star Ltd. are mu-
tual-companies”. By revealing the physical meaning of the COA
structure, it is generated that digits in each segment stand not
for the numerical meaning, but the nominal specification. There
is no Euclidean distance among these digits and they cannot be
presented in terms of geometric coordinates, which is one of
the important differences between numerical data and nominal
data. From this perspective, although COA structure is composed
of segments with numerical digits, it should be regarded as the
nominal data. Consider one COA code from the whole COA struc-
ture, which is separated by a set of segments. If one of the seg-
ments has distinct meaning, this segment is isolated to other
segments. As one COA code has altogether eight segments now,
and each segment has totally different meanings, the COA code
must be well separated from segments. From the point of cluster-
ing, similar segments should be clustered together and dissimilar
ones should be separated, irrelevant segments should not be
influenced and get it trash. Relevant segments should be kept
and they are useful on forming the COA code.

Nowadays, with more efficiency needed in the requirement, the
structure of COA seems comparatively complicated just because



Table 3
Information of Five Dataset

Capital artist Investment Property Stock Video film

Instances 870 1058 1194 110 1416
Features 14 14 14 14 14
Missing Values 0 0 0 0 0
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COA still contains some redundant segments. COA structure now-
adays which contains nine segments is derived from the past expe-
rience, which means that in the past there are more than nine
segments in the COA structure. Up till now, no matter for the
accounting expert or the application in the business, if we can take
out those redundant segments before implementation, we will
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make COA simpler. Meanwhile, more profit will be made according
to the new simpler COA structure.

3. Entropy measurement for COA structure

The entropy measurement of a COA structure is introduced in
this section. In information theory, entropy is the measurement
of the amount of information which is described as missing before
reception. Sometimes it is referred to as Shannon entropy (Cover
and Thomas, 1991). It is a more broad and general concept which
finds applications in information theory. According to the intro-
duction in the above section, data of COA structure can be regarded
as nominal data. Entropy measure can be applicable to nominal
data and does not need any class information for evaluating the
entropy.

Dataset with m features and N nominal data instances, which
are also referred as transactions in Yang, Guan, and You (2002);
Yun, Chuang, and Chen (2001), is considered during the illustration
of entropy concept. Nominal dataset consists of finite values in
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each feature and there is no order information among these values.
For example, there is no order information in color, i.e., red is not
closer to blue than green. The segment choosing method involves
the application of entropy, which was originally used in classical
thermodynamics. In statistical mechanics and Shannon theory
(Cover and Thomas, 1991), entropy is defined as a measure of
the number of ways in which the elementary particles of the sys-
tem may be arranged under the given circumstances (Fast, 1962).

For a discrete distribution modeled by X = {x1, x2. . . xN}, entropy
measures the information which X is contained. Information
means the uncertainty or the degree for a particular value of X
being drawn. In a case that x is a value drawn from X, and the event
x = xk occurs with probability pk, the sum of the probabilities for
x = xk (k = 1, 2,...... N) is 1, i.e.,

PN
k¼1pk ¼ 1. In the case of pk = 1, there

is no uncertainty for x = xk. A lower value of pk increases the uncer-
tainty when it is known that x = xk occur, which also increases the
information which is generally measured by I(xk) = �log(pk). The
information contained by the whole event set X is called entropy
enumerated by the expected value of �log(pk), that is,
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ber of segment for dataset ‘‘Property” iteratively.
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HðXÞ ¼ EðIðxkÞÞ ¼ �
XN

i¼1

pi log pi

A large value of entropy H(X) indicates a high uncertainty about
X. When all the probabilities (i.e., pk for all k) are equal to each
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other, the maximal uncertainty is obtained. The entropy H(X)
achieves its maximum log(1/N). On the contrary, when all the pi ex-
cept one are 0, there is no uncertainty about X, i.e., H(X) = 0.

Our proposed method is based on the process that the COA code
will not be least affected when an irrelevant segment is removed.
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Removing one segment from the original code with nine dimen-
sional space decreases the dimensionality of the whole dataset,
which results in an eight dimensions. If the distinctness among
these segments is close after projecting from a nine to eight dimen-
sions, this segment is less relevant to the whole dataset. Applying
SUD, features are ranked according to the entropy similarity mea-
surement. Each feature in the feature subset is removed in turn to
perform entropy calculation on the feature subset without that
particular feature. The feature taken out from the feature subset
that scores the minimum entropy is regarded as least important
in the subset and is removed in the next iteration. Starting from
the whole dataset with all the nine segments, the segment with
the most distinctness among all the segments should be obviously
removed first. According to the sequence, the segment with the
second most distinctness is removed accordingly. However, from
nine dimensions to eight dimensions, no matter which segment
is removed, we get a new projection. There are altogether nine dif-
ferent projections and each projection has different segment dis-
tinctness. How to compare the projections is the core problem.
By comparison, we can know which segment has the most
distinctness.
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We will say that the data has orderly configurations when it has
distinct clusters while it has disorderly configurations when it has
no distinct clusters (Dash et al., 1997). From the entropy theory
(Fast, 1962) we have introduced above, if the configurations are or-
derly, the entropy should be low and if the configurations are dis-
orderly, the entropy should be high. By the means of definition of
entropy, we can measure that whether the segment is relevant or
not. There are altogether eight segments for one COA code, which
means that there are altogether nine iterations to decide the rele-
vance of all the segments. In each iteration, the entropy is calcu-
lated under the condition of removing one of the segments. By
comparing the entropy value of removing respective segment,
the segment is removed as the most irrelevant segment since it
gives the least entropy. This circulates until all the relevance of
all segments is determined.

4. Simulation results

In this study, five real datasets obtained from an accounting
firm are used to demonstrate the proposed method in establishing
a COA structure. In order to simulate a more persuasive situation,
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Table 4
Result of Entropy Measurement of Five Dataset

1st removing
feature

2nd removing
feature

3rd removing
feature

4th removing
feature

5th removing
feature

6th removing
feature

7th removing
feature

8th removing
feature

Capital
artist

Account section Sub account Activity Cost center Dept. Intercompany Section Company

Investment Account section Company Sub account Activity Dept. Cost center Section Intercompany
Property Account section Sub account Company Activity Dept. Section Cost center Intercompany
Stock Account section Activity Company Sub account
Video film Account section Sub account Activity Company Dept. Cost center Intercompany Section
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class label of the five dataset is added in the fifth segment as the
reference of different datasets. The class label is not included in
the entropy measurement. The algorithm of determining the rele-
vance of segments was written in Perl based on the platform of a
desktop computer with 512M of RAM, Intel 43 GHz CPU Windows
XP version 2002 Service Pack 2.

During the processing of the COA code, we have added five syn-
thetic segments following the original eight segments. Although
the five added segments are synthetic, they have different practical
significance in the sense of accounting. The segments ‘‘Section”,
‘‘Account Section”, ‘‘Sub Account”, ‘‘Business Nature”, and ‘‘Inter-
company” stand for the meanings from the 10th to the 14th seg-
ment. These five segments are not randomly generated data. In
contrast, they are a part of used COA codes and have recently be-
come obsolete after an overhaul of a COA structure. Thus, they
can be considered as less relevant features compared with the seg-
ments which are currently still in used. We combine these thirteen
segments together and regard them a new structure for entropy
analysis. It is important to note that the physical nature of these
segments will be used for analyzing the accuracy and reliability
of the results.

Five datasets ‘‘Capital Artist”, ‘‘Investment”, ‘‘Property”, ‘‘Stock”
and ‘‘Video Film”, are applied to the verification of the COA struc-
ture. Table 3 depicts the information of these five datasets. Dataset
‘‘Capital Artist” is discussed in the following paragraph and Fig. 2
gives the relationship between the respective entropy values when
different segments are removed. The dataset ‘‘Capital Artist” con-
sists of 14 features and 870 data instances with no missing data.
They are real and reliable as they were all extracted from real
accounting COA structures. With the nine features, which are the
segments described in the COA structure, plus five synthetic fea-
tures, the dataset has altogether fourteen features. We use SUD
to determine which feature is to be removed. Fig. 2a–i illustrates
that the segment with the lowest entropy is removed in each iter-
ation. In Fig. 2a, it shows that the entropy values in the 1st iteration
are more than 110,000 except the case when the 11th feature, ‘‘Ac-
count Section”, is removed, because the entropy of the 11th feature
is 108580.8. Thus, the 1st feature to be removed is ‘‘Account Sec-
tion”. After the feature ‘‘Account Section” is removed, thirteen fea-
tures remain in the 2nd iteration. In the 2nd iteration as shown in
Fig. 2b, the entropy is 98,101 when the 12th feature is removed,
while the entropy is more than 104,000 when other features are re-
moved. Thus, the 2nd most irrelevant feature is ‘‘Sub Account”. It is
worth noting that the first two irrelevant features are the synthetic
features. This confirms the concept of the proposed methodology.
From Fig. 2c–i, results from the 3rd iteration to the 9th iteration
are presented. They show that Activity, Cost Center, Department,
Intercompany, Section are the irrelevant features. It should be
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noted that in Fig. 2i, the entropy is 0 after the feature ‘‘Account” is
removed. Once when it reaches the level of zero-entropy, all entro-
py become zero in the following iterations making further calcula-
tion meaningless. In this study, the algorithm stops when it
reaches zero entropy. Thus, apart from the synthetic features, 11,
12, 10, and 14, features ‘‘Activity”, ‘‘Cost Center” and ‘‘Department”
are removed from the COA structure. The remaining features then
become the finalized COA structure.

Figs. 3–6 is the illustrations of the other four datasets, ‘‘Invest-
ment”, ‘‘Property”, ‘‘Stock” and ‘‘Video Film”. Similarly, iteration by
iteration is shown in each figure. There are 1058 data instances in
dataset ‘‘Investment”. From Fig. 3a, it can be found that the first
feature to be removed is feature 11, ‘‘Account Section”, because it
is the only feature whose entropy is lower than 140,000. In the fol-
lowing iterations, ‘‘Account Section”, ‘‘Company”, ‘‘Sub Account”,
‘‘Activity”, ‘‘Department”, ‘‘Cost Center”, ‘‘Section” and ‘‘Intercom-
pany” should be removed accordingly in the Fig. 3b–i. Table 4 pre-
sents the overall results inferred from Figs. 2–6. (Table 4) shows
that features 10, 11, 12 and 14, which are all synthetic features,
have been removed in the four datasets except ‘‘Stock”. The differ-
ence between dataset ‘‘Stock” and the other four is mainly due to
its relatively small data size. It is also noticed that the four real fea-
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Fig. 7. Entropy curve for all the segments accumulated whenever removing one irreleva
film.
tures, ‘‘Company”, ‘‘Department”, ‘‘Cost Center” and ‘‘Activity” have
consistently been removed in the first several iterations for five
datasets. These observations confirm our results.

The entropy distribution of all five datasets is analyzed in Table
4. In datasets, ‘‘Property”, ‘‘Stock” and ‘‘Video Film”, features ‘‘Com-
pany” and ‘‘Activity” have displayed similar values of entropy. This
indicates one of them is a redundant feature that results in only
feature ‘‘Company” being selected into the finalized COA structure.
Similarly, the three datasets, ‘‘Capital Artist”, ‘‘Investment” and
‘‘Video Film”, show that either features ‘‘Department” or ‘‘Cost Cen-
ter” is selected; feature ‘‘Department” is selected in our simulation.
As shown in Table 2, a typical code of the finalized COA structure,
which consists of seven segments, is read in an accounting sense of
‘‘Company Sunny Ltd, IT department, sells equipment, to company Star
Ltd, used by internal, in Hong Kong, Sunny Ltd. and Star Ltd are mu-
tual-companies”. Compared to the original eight segments code
that is read ‘‘Company Sunny Ltd, IT department, sells hardware, of
infrastructure, to company Star Ltd, used by internal, in Hong Kong,
Sunny Ltd. and Star Ltd. are mutual-companies”, the above finalized
code is sufficient to represent a transaction between companies.

Entropy quantifies the information contained in a message. In
this application, entropy is used to determine the minimum seg-
Entropy Distribution for Investment
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Table 5
Transformation of the Five Datasets in SOM Analysis

Capital artist Investment Property Stock Video film

Instances 13 13 13 13 13
Dimensions 870 1058 1194 110 1416
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ment length necessary to communicate information also repre-
sents a limit on the best possible lossless compression on the seg-
ments. Adding irrelevant segments to the COA structure does not
have an effect on increasing the information as the content infor-
mation is saturated. (Fig. 7) shows how entropy varies with the
Fig. 8. SOM Projection of the segment clustering for respective dataset (a) capital artis
biggest cluster in each SOM projection).
number of iteration for the five datasets. In Fig. 7a, dataset ‘‘Capital
Artist”, it shows the entropy increases after different segments are
removed in different iterations. The entropy saturates at the 9th
iteration, when segment ‘‘4” is removed. Like dataset ‘‘Capital Art-
ist”, Fig. 7b–e illustrate how entropy varies iteratively for the other
four datasets.

Here, we analyze the COA structure from the clustering per-
spective. We describe how SOM, well-known with its visualization
ability projecting high dimensional data into a two dimensional
output SOM map, is used for analyzing the results. SOM is used be-
cause SOM output map is able to maintain the topological order of
input data making SOM map a useful clustering method. In this
study, all the data in the five datasets are projected into SOM maps.
t, (b) investment, (c) property, (d) stock and (e) video film (The asteroid mean the
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When projecting these datasets to SOM maps, the total number of
instances in the given dataset is the dimension of the SOM input
data, which results in thirteen data points with a high dimensional
nature as shown in Table 5. In these five sets of data, removed seg-
ments or preserved segments are expected to exhibit certain ex-
tent of similarities that may be detected by the SOM. To find the
relationship among the segments that are removed or preserved
in the process of entropy calculation, the way how the SOM
grouped the segments together provides very promising results.
(Fig. 8) show the SOM output maps of the five datasets, namely
‘‘Capital Artist”, ‘‘Investment”, ‘‘Property”, ‘‘Stock” and ‘‘Video
Film”. The clustering of Dataset ‘‘Capital Artist”, for instance, is
shown in Fig. 8a. Although there are a few segments showing
sparse distribution, segment 2 and segment 3 are grouped to-
gether, and segments 4, 7, 8, 9 are grouped together as another
cluster. This clustering result corroborates with the entropy result
shown in Fig. 7a that segment 2 (Department) and segment 3 (Cost
Center) are removed in the 5th and 4th iterations, respectively.
And segments 4 (Account), 7 (Business Nature), 8 (Mutual Com-
pany) and 9 (Location) are selected as the finalized COA segments.
In another example of ‘‘Video Film” dataset, Fig. 8e shows there are
2 clusters. The first one consists of segments 2 and 3, and the sec-
ond cluster consists of segments 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 14, which corre-
sponds to the entropy result displayed in Fig. 7e. Segments 2
(Department) and 3 (Cost Center) are removed in the 5th and 6th
iterations. Segments 4 (Account), 8 (Mutual Company) and 9 (Loca-
tion) are kept as the final COA segments, while segments 7 (Busi-
ness Nature), 10 (Section), 14 (Intercompany) are more irrelevant
compared with others. In Fig. 7b–d, they all have a cluster that con-
sists of eight segments. In these cases, segments 2 (Department), 3
(Cost Center), 4 (Account), 7 (Business Nature), 8 (Mutual Com-
pany), 9 (Location), 10 (Section), and 14 (Intercompany) are found
to be irrelevant from the corresponding results shown in Fig. 7. It is
worth noting that the irrelevant segments are found in the same
cluster that is different from the previous cases that selected seg-
ments are grouped in the same cluster. We must point out that
SOM cannot determine the degree of relevance among the seg-
ments, because SOM only clusters segments, while SUD is able to
determine the significance of each segment in terms of its rele-
vance. The sparse clustering results as displayed in segments 1,
6, 11, 12 and 13 in Fig. 8 indicate these segments do not exhibit
sufficient similarities. In summary, the SOM results corroborate
the segment selection results based on SUD. Also, the finalized
COA structures are found to be practically correct from an account-
ing perspective.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel application of nominal data analysis to
computational accounting system is introduced. ‘‘Chart of Account”
(COA) is the structure of the Enterprise Requirement Planning
(ERP) Accounting System. In order to maintain effective accounting
operations, establishing a completely different COA structure is
usually required in a space of few years. This is a costly and time
consuming process. In this study, a COA structure is transformed
as a large nominal dataset enabling nominal feature selection tech-
nique be used for determining the close-optimal number of
accounting segments. Entropy measurement has been applied to
COA using the method of SUD. The whole process is extremely cost
effective and time efficient compared with the conventional
accounting expertise demanding manual process. Our obtained re-
sults are promising from both computation and accounting per-
spectives. We also use Self-Organizing map to investigate the
similarities between different segments. Although SOM, which
only shows relevant or irrelevant segments clustering behavior,
cannot be directly applicable for finding which segments to be se-
lected, it is proved to be a useful approach in cross-examining the
COA structure. At last, the study of this paper relies on real COA
datasets, our obtained results corroborate that our computational
results are correct from an accounting perspective.
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